A way to considerably enhance terahertz radiation, emitted in the interaction of intense mid-infrared laser pulses with atomic gases, in both the total energy and the electric-field amplitude is suggested. The scheme is based on the application of a two-color field consisting of a strong circularly polarized mid-infrared pulse with wavelengths of 1.6 ÷ 4 µm and its linearly or circularly polarized second harmonic of lower intensity. By combining the strong-field approximation for the ionization of a single atom with particle-in-cell simulations of the collective dynamics of the generated plasma it is shown that the application of such two-color circularly polarized laser pulses may lead to an order-of-magnitude increase in the energy emitted in the terahertz frequency domain as well as in a considerable enhancement in the maximal electric field of the terahertz pulse. Our results support recently reported experimental and numerical findings.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, a new research area of the generation and control of intense electromagnetic pulses in the terahertz (THz) frequency domain has emerged within the physics of laser-matter interaction. The fast development of this field is stimulated by a considerable potential of THz radiation for fundamental research and applications in molecular and solid-state physics, spectroscopy of materials, noninvasive diagnostics for medical and security purposes and more [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . For these applications, coherent pulses in a broad frequency range of roughly 0.1 ÷ 100 THz with the electric field strength of the order of 1 MV/cm and higher are of demand. Several generation methods have been proposed to reach this domain of parameters. Synchrotrons and free-electron lasers are used as efficient THz sources already for several decades (see e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] and references therein). Their application is, however, limited by the large extents and the high costs of these devices. The advent of powerful tabletop lasers with a high repetition rate paved the way for the development of cheap and compact laser-based THz sources. Such sources can employ the optical rectification effect as well as other nonlinear generation mechanisms in crystals and liquids [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Besides, relativistic laser plasmas at solid-state densities were also shown to efficiently emit in the THz frequency domain. The latter method, although restricted by a low repetition rate of multi-TW lasers, has demonstrated the presently highest * Electronic address: sergey.popruzhenko@gmail.com peak-power of THz radiation [23, 24] .
A promising alternative to these methods is based on nonlinear-wave conversion in gases ionized by intense laser radiation. These schemes involve such physical mechanisms as four-wave mixing [25] , carrier-envelope phase effects in ultrashort pulses [26] , and excitation of asymmetric photo-electron currents by multi-color fields [27, 28] , including the generation of THz waves by twocolor laser filaments [29] [30] [31] . Apart from the high repetition rate provided by femtosecond laser systems and the absence of a damage threshold, the gaseous scheme benefits from its simplicity in implementation: ambient air can serve as a generating medium. By now, pulses with an electric field strength of the order of 10 MV/cm [32] have been obtained providing the presently strongest THz sources operating in the high-repetition-rate regime. Even higher efficiencies of THz conversion leading to electric field amplitudes up to 1 GV/cm have been recently predicted for the case when mid-infrared two-color laser pulses with a wavelength of 3.9 µm are being used [33] instead of the conventional 800 nm radiation of Ti:Sapphire lasers.
The physics underlying the multi-color and the shortpulse schemes of THz generation in gases is well understood on the level of a single-atom ionization event. A strong laser field with an intensity of the order of 10 14 W/cm 2 quickly ionizes atoms or molecules creating a plasma channel. The initial velocity and coordinate distribution f 0 (p, r) of this plasma is determined by the probability of ionization into a state with momentum p of an atom placed at position r. In a monochromatic electromagnetic field, photo-electron momentum distributions possess inversion symmetry, so that f 0 (p, r) = f 0 (−p, r) resulting from the respective symmetry of the field, E(t + T /2) = −E(t), with T = 2π/ω being the optical period. For non-monochromatic fields this does not hold any longer, even if they remain periodic, making the distribution asymmetric in the momentum space. This asymmetry results in a non-zero net photo-electron current j(r, t) which evolves in time and emits radiation. The macroscopic dynamics of the ionization-prepared plasma is usually described within approximate schemes employing different model expressions for the photoelectron current. Examples can be found in Refs. [34, 35] .
The two-color scheme employing an infrared fundamental pulse and its second or half harmonic of lower intensity was widely used in THz experiments. The simplest frequency ratio 1:2 is experimentally advantageous, because the generation of the second or half harmonic of considerable intensity on the level of a few percent of the fundamental is straightforward by employing either a nonlinear crystal [27] or a parametric amplifier [35] . Application of other frequency ratios such as 2:3 or 3:4, etc. can also lead to the excitation of strong photoelectron currents, at least in the case when the relative amplitudes of the two fields are comparable [36] . As far as the power of THz radiation is concerned, such technically more demanding schemes have not yet been shown to offer any significant advantage compared to the scheme employing the 1:2 ratio. Thus, in the following we focus of on this simplest and most common case.
Up to now, most of the studies of this scheme have been restricted to linear polarization (LP) of laser pulses [27, 35, [37] [38] [39] [40] . Much less attention has been paid to the case of elliptically (EP) and circularly polarized (CP) fields, though EP and CP pulses were used to control polarization properties of THz radiation [41, 42] . Recently, it was demonstrated [43] that application of CP pulses can lead to a considerable enhancement in the energy emitted in the THz domain, compared to the case of LP with all other parameters fixed. Applying two CP pulses consisting of an 800 nm fundamental field of intensity (1 ÷ 5) · 10 14 W/cm 2 and its second harmonic (SH) with an intensity on the level of 5% of the fundamental, a five-fold increase of the energy emitted in the THz domain, compared to the case when the same pulses were LP, was documented. This observation opens a way to further increase the IR-to-THz conversion efficiency.
From the other side, recent experiments performed with mid-infrared pump pulses of wavelengths 1.8 ÷ 3.9 µm [44, 45] have also demonstrated a considerable enhancement in the power of the THz radiation, compared to the case of an 800 nm pump laser field. In this paper, we suggest to combine the advantages of longer wavelengths [31, 33, 44, 45] and of circular polarization [43] which have been separately studied in experiment and shown to increase the efficiency of conversion of laser radiation into THz waves. To this end we examine theoretically the THz generation in a two-color field consisting of a fundamental CP and a second-harmonic field that is either CP or LP at different laser wavelengths. Our analysis covers both the single-atom ionization dynamics and the collective motion of the created electron plasma. The results confirm that the fundamental-field wavelength is a crucial parameter which determines the THz radiation power, the electric field amplitude and, partially, the duration of the THz pulse. Our calculations predict that the application of mid-infrared CP pump pulses with wavelengths 1.6 ÷ 4 µm may lead to a considerable increase in the emitted THz energy and a several-fold enhancement in the maximal strength of the generated electric field. Atomic units are used unless noted otherwise.
II. SINGLE-ATOM RESPONSE
We start by analyzing the single-atom response which forms the initial distribution of the electron plasma. To this end we calculate photo-electron momentum distributions in the dipole approximation in a two-color laser field with the vector potential
Here p F is the characteristic momentum in the monochromatic electromagnetic field of amplitude E 0 and frequency ω, b is the SH fraction, α is the relative phase shift and ξ is the ellipticity of the SH field, for which we consider ξ=±1 (CP) and ξ=0 (LP), respectively. The envelope function g(x) describes pulses with duration of N fundamental periods
acting in the time interval ωt ∈ [−N π, N π]. The advantage of the scheme with a CP fundamental pulse was explained before [43] using a tunneling-ionization model. In LP fields the characteristic photo-electron momentum is of the order of √ F p F while in CP it is close to
Momentum distributions of photo-electrons in the polarization plane for ionization of hydrogen in a 3-cycle 800nm+400nm laser pulse of the total intensity I = 10 14 W/cm 2 shared between the fundamental field and the SH as 0.95 : 0.05 (b=0.22). Panel (a): distribution calculated using the code QPROP [51] , panel (b): the same distribution found using the code [52] . Dashed lines indicate the direction of the net photo-electron momentum p . Horizontal grid line shows photo-electron momenta in atomic units.
p F . Here F = E 0 /E ch is the reduced laser field, which is the original amplitude E 0 scaled by the characteristic field of the atomic level E ch = (2I p ) 3/2 with I p the ionization potential. Ionization proceeds efficiently already in laser fields with F 1 [46, 47] . For example, ionization of xenon and argon with I p =12.1 eV and 15.8 eV, respectively, used in [43] , requires intensities of
14 W/cm 2 resulting in corresponding reduced laser fields of F 0.03 ÷ 0.08. As a consequence, typical photo-electron momenta in CP fields are considerably higher than in LP, where they are suppressed by a factor √ F and the absolute difference grows with the wavelength [46] . In a monochromatic field photo-electron angular distributions possess inverse symmetry, so that the net momentum is equal to zero both for LP and CP. When a weak second-harmonic pulse destroys the symmetry of distributions, the resulting net momentum is of the order of b p F for LP [34, 39] and p F for CP pulses, leading to the generation of a stronger electric current in the latter case. This idea was qualitatively explored and experimentally verified [43] without analyzing the subsequent collective electron dynamics. The same observation suggests the main idea of the present paper, namely using CP mid-infrared pulses with p F several times higher at the same intensity in order to achieve stronger currents and therefore a higher power of THz radiation. As the net drift-momentum of photo-electrons scales linearly with the wavelength, p ≈ p F ∼ λ, the initial dipole moment of the plasma and the amplitude of the generated electric field are expected to follow the same scaling [44] .
In obtaining theoretical photo-electron momentum distributions in mid-infrared laser fields with λ = 2 ÷ 4µm, we can only rely on approximate analytic approaches since exact solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in CP fields are almost out of reach at such wavelengths. The Keldysh theory or the strong- field approximation (SFA) [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] are routinely used for approximate calculations of photo-electron spectra. In order to benchmark our SFA calculations we first consider ionization of a hydrogen atom by a 3-cycle 800 nm laser pulse superimposed by its SH, as defined in Eq. (1). For these parameters TDSE calculations take a reasonable time at intensities I 10 14 W/cm 2 . To enhance the reliability of numerical results we used two independently developed TDSE solvers [51, 52] . Convergency in the calculation of momentum distributions was achieved by accounting angular momenta up to max = 50 in the expansion of the wave function in spherical harmonics. Distributions shown on Fig. 1 clearly demonstrate a good quantitative agreement between results obtained with both different Schrödinger solvers.
As a next step we compare photo-electron distributions obtained with QPROP [51] for several two-color laser pulses with those calculated within the SFA. The latter was used in its simplest version when no Coulomb effects are accounted for. In this case the SFA ionization amplitude is given by [47] 
Here Ψ 0 is the bound state wave function and the photoelectron continuum is approximated by plane Volkov waves
is the time-dependent photo-electron kinematic momentum with the asymptotic value p at a detector. The spatial integrals in the matrix element of (3a) are calculated analytically, and the time integral by the steepest-descent method with complex-valued saddle points t s are found numerically from the equation
The photo-electron momentum distribution is then
Some results are summarized in Figs. 2 and 3 . Figure 2 shows photo-electron momentum distributions in the polarization plane calculated from TDSE using the QPROP [51] and from the SFA along Eqs. (3)- (5) for different configurations of the SH field. In the case of the circularly polarized SH (panels (a) and (b)) a quantitative agreement is apparent. This is supported by the plots of Fig. 3(a) , where the projected distributions along the direction of the net momentum p (i. e. integrated over the momentum perpendicular to this direction) are shown. Note, that the distributions are not exactly symmetric with respect to the axes shown by dashed lines, as is particularly evident for the cases of Fig. 2(c-d) . This weak asymmetry results from the short pulse duration and vanishes when longer pulses are applied as is done in Section III. Here the deviation of the SFA result from the exact one does not exceed 20%. The overall rotation of the TDSE distributions with respect to those calculated using the SFA is a well-known Coulomb effect [57, 58] , which makes neither a significant impact on the absolute value of the average momentum nor on the width of the distribution. This Coulomb rotation will, however, affect the angular distribution and polarization of the emitted THz radiation. For the case when the SH is linearly polarized with a relative phase shift of α = 0 (panels (c), (d) in Fig. 2 ) and α = −π/2 (panels (e), (f)) the agreement is considerably poorer and stays on the qualitative level only. The important message of these results is that for LP the SFA predicts the distributions to be sharper than they appear in the exact calculation. As a consequence, as far as the net photo-electron momentum is concerned, the scheme with LP appears less advantageous, which becomes even clearer from the numbers given in Fig. 3 . Moreover, the shape of the momentum distribution in the CP+LP combination depends strongly on the relative phase α in (1), as it clearly seen from the distributions of Fig. 1(c-f) , making the output sensitive to fluctuations of this relative phase. Therefore the results shown on Figs. 2 and 3 suggest that the CP+CP scheme [43] provides the most promising initial condition for the subsequent plasma dynamics by forming a strong photo-electron current insensitive to a relative phase α. In the following we focus on the case when both fields are circularly polarized, while the CP+LP scheme will be analyzed in details elsewhere.
The accuracy of the SFA is known to increase in the regime of tunneling when the Keldysh parameter [48] 
becomes smaller than unity. For the case when argon is used as a target gas and the laser intensity at the fundamental frequency is taken to be close to 3·10 14 W/cm 2 we obtain γ = 0.93/k with k = 1, 2, 3 and 5 for λ = 800 nm, 1.6 µm, 2.4 µm and 4.0 µm, respectively. Thus, in application to mid-infrared fields within the CP+CP scheme we are quite confident that our SFA results will reproduce exact ones even better than they do for the parameters of Fig. 3(a) . Note that in the case of counter-rotating CP pulses, i. e. ξ=−1 in Eq. (1), the distribution possess a three-fold symmetry [53] , the net momentum vanishes, and no THz emission is expected, in agreement with experiment [43] .
III. COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS OF THE ELECTRON PLASMA AND RADIATION
In order to examine radiation spectra emitted by this preformed plasma we adopt the following model. We assume that the bichromatic pump pulse sets up the electron plasma instantaneously. Indeed, a frequency of ν = 10 THz corresponds to a time scale of 1/ν 100 fs, that is four times longer than the pulse duration in the experiment [43] . Thus, the frequency domain we consider here (0.1 ÷ 10 THz) involves timescales exceeding the pulse duration by roughly one order in magnitude or even more. This means that THz radiation is mostly emitted after the interaction of the gas with the laser pulses and the spectrum is determined by free plasma oscillations induced in the ionized gas. Note that for parameters different from that we consider (including longer laser pulses) this may not be the case.
A second simplification we apply consists in restricting the problem to an 1D geometry. To this end, we fix the coordinate z along the propagation direction of the laser pulse and integrate the initial distribution in the polarization plane in momenta perpendicular to the direction of p shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The resulting 1D momentum distributions are shown in Fig. 3(c) and briefly discussed above. In this approximation the collective electron dynamics evolves in a 2D phase-space (x, p), and the plasma layers, corresponding to different z, are considered independently. The latter approximation is justified by the relatively small transverse spread of photoelectron-momentum distributions, ∆p z I p F I p and ∆p z p F , so that the plasma can be considered cold in this direction. Contributions from different z may add up coherently in the radiation spectrum if the phase difference between the emitted fields remains numerically small across the efficiently emitting area whose size is determined by an experimental setup. In the experiment by Meng et al. [43] a gas-filled tube with a diameter of 100 µm has been used. This size is comparable to the wavelength of the emitted THz radiation and much smaller than the Rayleigh length of a weakly focused laser beam. In this situation, when the gas medium is restricted in all three directions and emits approximately as a dipole, effects of propagation are of secondary importance. A clear quadratic dependence of the THz power on the gas pressure observed in [43] below 700 mbar supports the conclusion that the ionizationpreformed plasma coherently radiates when the interaction volume is restricted to a small region. In this paper, we remain focused on such setup. In an alternative case when laser pulses interact with a gas in a chamber or with ambient air, filaments of the length up to several cm and even longer can be formed [30, 31, 33, 54] . For a correct description of this experimental realization, effects of propagation must be taken into account both for the THz signal and for the two-color laser pulse itself.
Under these assumptions the plasma dynamics after the interaction with the laser can be modeled by means of a 1D electrostatic Poisson-Vlasov equation for the distribution function f z (p, x, t) in a plasma slab at fixed z
Here n i,z (x) is the charge density of the immobile ions which is equal in absolute value to the one of the electrons at the initial time instant n i,z (x) = f z (p, x, t=0) dp.
Note that the ion background in Eq. (7b) is responsible for the net acceleration of the electron cloud and therefore for the dipole radiation emitted when the laser pulse is off. The initial density profile (8) was calculated assuming tunneling ionization of Ar atoms by the laser field with a Gaussian distribution of intensity
where w 0 is the focal radius and z R = πw 2 0 /λ is the Rayleigh length. We would like to remind here that the parametric dependence on z in Eqs. (7) is due to the fixed ion density n i,z (x) and the initial electron density n e,z (x, t=0) = − f z (p, x, t=0) dp only.
The coupled Eqs. (7a) and (7b) were solved numerically by means of a particle-in-cell (PIC) code on the segment x ∈ [−5w 0 , +5w 0 ] with a focal radius of w 0 = 10 µm independently for 21 values of the longitudinal coordinate z ∈ [−100 µm, 0] with the following extension to z ∈ [0, +100 µm] using a symmetry f −z (x, p, t) = f +z (x, p, t). No upper and lower limits in the momentum space were imposed, and the boundary condition in x was taken to be periodic.
An important point of this otherwise trivial simulation consists in the necessity to take into account electron-ion and electron-electron binary collisions whose frequency reads [55] 
with Λ 5 being the Coulomb logarithm. Here ν ei is the frequency of electron-ion collisions determined with respect to the transfer of momentum and not of energy [55] . It can be estimated by taking the effective temperature equal to the distribution spread in momentum space T eff = (∆p) 2 /2, with the latter extracted from the SFA momentum distributions, cf. Fig. 3(c) . For the initial plasma density on the order of n e = 10 18 ÷10 19 cm −3 , typical for THz experiments in two-color fields and ∆p ≈ (0.3 ÷ 1.0)a.u. this frequency varies in the interval 10 11 ÷ 10 13 s −1 which agrees with the time scale of 0.1 ÷ 10 ps, that is responsible for the emission of THz frequencies. This means that a relatively fast damping of the plasma oscillations may have a significant effect on the radiation spectra. When collisions are taken into account, the equations of motion for the macro-particles readẍ
The value in Eq. (10) scales with charge Q a and mass M a of the macro-particle such that Eq. (11) does not depend on the macro-particle size. Energy conservation has been checked in the case ν = 0.
At the same time, we neglect elastic and inelastic electron-atom collisions. At photoelectron energies in the interval ε ≈ 20 ÷ 500eV corresponding to the momentum distributions of Fig. 3(c) , the cross sections of elastic scattering and impact ionization are close to the geometrical cross section of the atom. As an example, the impact ionization cross section of neutral argon does not exceed the value of σ max ≈ 3 · 10 −16 cm 2 [56] . Taking for an estimate the concentration of neutral atoms survived after the field ionization equal to n a 10 18 cm −3 and the same for the concentration of electrons, we obtain that impact ionization can increase the concentration of electrons by σ max n a v 0 τ ≈ 0.1 of its initial value during the time interval τ = 1ps. Here v 0 is the average electron velocity which can be extracted from the data of Fig. 3 . The numbers taken for this estimate correspond to the parameters of the simulation described below and give an upper limit for the contribution of impact ionization to the generation of an electron plasma. A slow variation of the electron density on a level not exceeding 10 % of the initial value can hardly make a qualitative impact on the plasma oscillations.
The main factors determining the plasma dynamics are the initial distribution in the (x, p)-space, the value of the local plasma frequency ω pl,z (x) = 4π n e,z (x) and that of the collision frequency (10) . These factors can be controlled via wavelength, pulse duration, and intensity, which determine the ionization degree, and thereby n e , and the initial distribution, and finally T eff . The plasma frequency varies from the maximal value ω max pl at the center of the focal spot to zero at the edge. For argon at an intensity of 3 · 10 14 W/cm 2 and a pulse duration of 40 fs (as taken in our calculations) tunneling ionization rates [46] predict the ionization degree to be about 40 %, giving ω max pl ≈ 6 · 10 13 s −1 , i. e. ν max ≈ 10 THz, at 200 mbar backing pressure. Varying the pulse duration one can control the ionization degree and therefore the value of ω max pl . Equivalently, this can be done by varying either the gas density in the target or the laser intensity.
Oscillations proceed with the local plasma frequency ω pl,z (x) leading to a relatively broad radiation spectrum with a maximum around of ν max as shown in Fig. 4 for various driver wavelengths λ. At higher frequencies (ν > ν max ) the radiation spectrum drops down quickly, while for ν < ν max it decreases much slower, due to the contributions coming from the shoulders of the focal spot. Collisional absorption leads to a relatively quick decay of the oscillations (particularly for shorter wavelengths for which the initial spread ∆p and therefore the temperature T eff are smaller, see Fig. 3(c) ) and therefore to even higher broadening of the spectrum. Figure 5 shows the time-dependent dipole acceleration of the whole plasma cloud in the interaction volume:
where ∆y = 100 µm is the plasma width in the polarization plane perpendicular to the direction of plasma oscillations. This value is the same for all wavelengths and, as we only compare relative values of the dipole moment and emitted powers, it does not influence the results. The electric field of emitted THz waves is proportional to (12) , so that relative values of the electric field amplitude E max (λ) can be extracted from the calculations. This dependence, shown as inset of Fig. 5 , can be nicely fitted by the power law
which agrees well with the wavelength scaling of the initial electron current |j| ∼ p F ∼ λ [44] . The relative spectral power of the generated radiation
as shown in Fig. 4 , gives after integration over the frequency range ∆ν = 0.1 ÷ 10THz the total emitted en- ergy W whose dependence on the wavelength is shown in Fig. 6 . It fits by the power law
which can be easily understood taking into account that the total emitted energy is proportional to the square of the electric field (13) and to the THz pulse duration which grows slowly with the wavelength due to the decrease in the efficient collision frequency (10) . For the case when the gas is not confined in space, but fills the whole focal volume, an additional factor of λ 2 would emerge in (15) , because of the wavelength dependence of the focal-waist radius w 0 ∼ λ, if the same optic is used for focusing at different wavelengths λ. In this case one would have W (λ) ∼ λ 4.8 , which agrees with the experimental power law of λ 4.6±0.5 [44] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the collective plasma dynamics and radiation initiated in a gas target by a strong two-color CP femtosecond laser pulse. The restriction to CP in both contributing colors eliminates any dependence on the initial relative phase α of the two fields. In agreement with numerical results, our qualitative estimates show that the application of mid-infrared CP pump pulses may provide an order-of-magnitude increase in the conversion efficiency of infrared laser energy into THz waves, compared to that presently achieved with 800 nm lasers and CP [43] or with 1.8÷3.9 µm pulses and linear polarization [44, 45] . This enhancement results from (i) an increase in the THz pulse duration, due to the reduced frequency of binary collisions, and (ii) an increase in the electric-field amplitude, due to the higher initial value of the photoelectron current. The latter is of exceptional importance for many practical applications of THz radiation. Note, that several factors can limit the wavelengthdependent increase of the THz signal under realistic experimental conditions. Firstly, the size of the focal spot grows with the wavelength if the same lens is used. This leads to a decrease in the peak intensity and ultimately, to a fast drop in the plasma density as was observed [44] . Secondly, the frequency of inelastic electron-atom collisions grows with photoelectron velocity, in contrast to the electron-ion collision frequency (10), which decreases quickly. As a consequence, with further increasing laser wavelength and intensity, inelastic collisions may start playing a significant role, leading to a faster stochastization of the initially coherent collective electron motion. Finally, it is instructive to note that polarization of the THz field can also be used as an independent measure of the Coulomb rotation effect in photoelectron momentum distributions [57, 58] .
Our conclusions are robust with respect to the assumptions made in the 1D model of the collective plasma dynamics, but restricted to the case when the interaction volume is limited by a size of about 100 µm. Propagation effects as well as 3D geometries may be taken into account by means of full-dimensional electromagnetic Vlasov-Maxwell solvers with microscopic currents calculated using the model presented here.
